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New Titles
Jorid Linvik’s Big Book of Christmas Knits
Over 70 Scandinavian Holiday Patterns
Jorid Linvik

Make it the best time of the year—all year long! Fan-favorite knitwear designer
Jorid Linvik, bestselling author of the Big Book of Knitted Mittens and Big Book
of Knitted Socks, is back with an all-new collection of patterns: over 70 projects
bursting with holiday cheer! Including gifts and accessories of all sizes, from
garments to home décor, plus toys, ornaments, and so much more—enough to
keep any knitter busy all year round. Whether you’re a planner who preps for
Christmas months in advance or you’re looking for a fast, fun gift at the last
minute, the perfect pattern is waiting for you, with Jorid’s trademark flair, color,
and sense of style. It’s Christmas fun for the whole family, with dozens of fresh,
charming ways to embrace the spirit of the season.
208 pp • 7¾ x 10½ • color photos, 160 charts, 25 color illustrations
978 1 57076 952 8 • hc • $24.95 • August 2019

Cable Knits from Nordic Lands
Beauty and Ingenuity in Over 20 Unique Patterns
Ivar Asplund

Cable knitting isn’t as difficult as it looks—and it looks extraordinary! Brilliant
patterns, quality yarns, fantastic results: what’s not to love? This marvelous
collection from Ivar Asplund shows off the beauty, versatility, and endless
possibilities of cable knitting, with over 20 projects ranging from sweaters,
cardigans, and ponchos to scarves, wrist warmers, and hats, for children
and adults. Novice cablers can work up something quick with an eyecatching cable edging, while veterans can test their skills on larger, more
complex patterns with multiple interwoven cable designs. With step-by-step
instructions, a tutorial section that explains the principles of working and
combining cables to achieve a variety of striking effects, and tips and tricks to
help ease your way, it’s a dream come true for any cable knitter!
160 pp • 8 x 11 • 150 color photos, 17 b&w photos, 73 charts
978 1 57076 929 0 • hc • $24.95 • September 2019

55 Christmas Balls to Knit

Colorful Festive Ornaments, Tree Decorations, Centerpieces, Wreaths,
Window Dressings
Arne & Carlos

For nearly twenty years, Scandinavian knitting sensations Arne & Carlos
have been delighting crafters around the world, using their unique sense of
style to translate traditional Scandinavian designs into quirky, colorful, and
endlessly fun projects of all kinds. But perhaps the most beloved example
of their charm and versatility is the “Christmas ball”: a cleverly small-scale
and deceptively simple pattern that can be adapted to feature any color or
combination of colors, any motif—including wintry classics like snowflakes,
bows, and angels, and more ornate Scandinavian-inspired designs—and
decorate trees, tables, windows, and more! This fan-favorite collection
features fast, fun knits for all skill levels, perfect for handmade gifts, festive
décor, and sharing the holiday spirit.
140 pp • 8 x 10½ • 117 color photos, 86 charts
978 1 57076 959 7 • Now in paperback • $22.95 • September 2019

40 Openwork Patterns, 30 Lovely Projects, Countless Ideas and Inspiration
Denise Samson

The author of Ponchos to Knit and The Cable Knitter’s Guide is back with a
brand-new helpful handbook perfect for crafters who want to take their
knitting to the next level, with striking and eye-catching openwork. Discover
40 openwork patterns, introduced to you with full-color photographs and
easy-to-read charts, from the deceptively simple to the beautifully intricate—
and then try out your favorite lace stitches with one of 30 delightful, stylish
designs, including pillows and throws, socks and hats, garments for children
and adults ... even a handy bookmark! It’s everything you need to master
openwork, in a single comprehensive package. Familiarize yourself with
some of the basics of the history of lace knitting; review the fundamentals of
chart-reading, blocking, and choosing tools and materials; and then give one
of the exquisite sample patterns a whirl, or combine them with step-by-step
instructions for completed designs that make lace knitting a snap.
184 pp • 8 x 10 • 115 color photos, 90 charts
978 1 57076 951 1 • hc • $24.95 • October 2019

Selbu Mittens

Discover the Rich History of a Norwegian Knitting Tradition with Over 500
Charts and 35 Classic Patterns
Anne Bårdsgård

The ultimate compendium for any Norwegian mitten enthusiast, this
gorgeous and inspiring resource was produced in conjunction with a oneof-a-kind exhibition of gloves and mittens from Selbu at the Sverresborg
Trøndelag Folkemuseum. A thoroughly researched and illustrated account
of the rich history of Selbu patterning—instantly recognizable for its
dramatic contrasts and intricate motifs—covers the origins of the designs
themselves, and the essential role these knitted accessories have played
in the cultural and economic development of the Selbu region. Then, dive
into pages upon pages of over 500 colorwork charts, organized according
to the source of their inspiration. Complete patterns are included for 35
mittens and gloves from the original museum collection, accompanied by
short biographies of the original designers—or choose from an overflowing
selection of motifs to create endlessly fascinating new combinations.
296 pp • 8¾ x 11¾ • 596 color photos, 45 b&w photos, 500+ charts
978 1 57076 947 4 • hc • $39.95 • November 2019

Clever Crochet Squares
Artistic Ways to Create Grannies and Dramatic Mosaic Designs
Maria Gullberg

Granny squares are a crochet classic for a reason: they’re colorful, quick to
work, and fun to make! But the true potential of these dependable design
standbys comes in the infinite possibilities offered by their patterning—and
the manner in which they’re combined. Here, Maria Gullberg explores a
whole new side to the familiar granny square, evoking the sweet beauty
of wildflowers, the simple elegance of woven twill, and the complexity of
twisting labyrinths and striking optical illusions. With patterns designed for
both the novice and the experienced crocheter, full-color photographs, and
clear instructions, you’ll be ready to tackle pillows, rugs, blankets—granny
squares can work magic, if you think outside the box!
112 pp • 6½ x 8½ • 32 color photos, 26 illustrations, 65 charts
978 1 57076 954 2 • hc wiro • $22.95 • November 2019

New Titles

Lace Knitting

Forthcoming Titles
Entrelac Knitting
40 Stunning Projects with Textured, Diamond-Pattern Designs
Mette Hovden & Heidi Eikeland

The striking technique of entrelac knitting creates a beautifully
textured, almost “woven” appearance unlike any other—and
now it’s easier than ever to master! Norwegian knit designers
Heidi Eikeland and Mette Hovden have collaborated to present
a thorough, step-by-step introduction to entrelac, with a
selection of eye-catching contemporary garments for men
and women, children and adults, including both gorgeous
multi-color patterns and elegant single-color designs. Work
entrelac as a stunning embellishment across a sweater’s yoke,
or around the cuff of a mitten—or turn an entire garment into a
dazzling work of art!
144 pp • 8½ x 11 • 105 color photos, 15 charts, 15 diagrams
978 1 57076 975 7 • hc • $24.95 • January 2020

Special Feature

Our Arne & Carlos Collection!
55 Christmas Balls to Knit

Colorful, Festive Ornaments—Tree Decorations, Centerpieces,
Wreaths, Window Dressings
Arne & Carlos
For nearly twenty years, Scandinavian knitting sensations Arne & Carlos have
been delighting crafters around the world, using their unique sense of style to
translate traditional Scandinavian designs into quirky, colorful, and endlessly
fun projects of all kinds. But perhaps the most beloved example of their charm
and versatility is the “Christmas ball”: a cleverly small-scale and deceptively
simple pattern that can be adapted to feature any color or combination of colors,
any motif—including wintry classics like snowflakes, bows, and angels, and more
ornate Scandinavian-inspired designs—and decorate trees, tables, windows, and
more! This fan-favorite collection, now available in paperback, features fast, fun
knits perfect for handmade gifts, festive décor, and sharing the holiday spirit.
140 pp • 8 x 10½ • 117 color photos, 86 diagrams
978 1 57076 959 7 • Now in paperback • $22.95

Make Your Own Ideabook with Arne & Carlos

Create Handmade Art Journals and Bound Keepsakes to Store Inspiration
and Memories
Arne & Carlos

A keepsake; a treasure trove; a work of art. A source of inspiration; a method of organization;
a peek inside the chaos and creativity of our own minds. An ideabook can be any one of these,
or all of them, or something else entirely: a collection of memories, a way to store recipes or
patterns, a genealogical journal, a planner for a wedding or renovation or garden... The sky is
the limit! With Arne and Carlos’s wit, style, and trademark handcrafting genius to guide you,
learn how you can make and enjoy your own ideabooks—to celebrate, remember, or reach out
for all that lies ahead.
168 pp • 7¾ x 10½ • 252 color photographs, 5 diagrams
978 1 57076 761 6 • pb • $22.95

Field Guide to Knitted Birds

Over 40 Handmade Projects to Liven Up Your Roost
Arne & Carlos

Let Arne & Carlos guide you on a journey into the colorful and imaginative bird kingdom!
Inspired by nature both at home and abroad, from their garden in Tonsåsen come favorites
like the chickadee and bullfinch—but the fun doesn’t stop there. Knit cold-weather birds with
Norwegian traditional patterns and bird-sized hats and scarves; make brilliant birds-ofparadise decorated with embroidery, sequins, and feathers; or spread your wings with birds
featuring vintage Mexican embroidery motifs. With clear instructions, helpful diagrams, and
full-color photographs, it’s easy for every knitter’s imagination to take flight!
176 pp • 8 x 11 • 178 color photos, 112 diagrams
978 1 57076 823 1 • hc • $24.95

Arne & Carlos’ Favorite Designs
Greatest Hits & New Inspiration
Arne & Carlos

Knitters, crocheters, felters—crafters from all over the world have learned to look to the
dynamic Scandinavian design duo Arne & Carlos for what to make next. Over 15 years
and 7 uniquely beautiful instructional books, Arne & Carlos have built their brand, from
breakout phenomenon to reliable suppliers of how-to information and creative inspiration.
Now, they’ve gathered their pick of “the best of the best”—70 of their favorite techniques and
patterns from their previous books and pet projects, including balls, dolls, slippers, sweaters,
scarves, mittens, and more—and combined them in one glorious, highly-illustrated package.
And Arne & Carlos not only share their greatest hits in fresh and exciting ways, they also
provide plus 15 brand-new projects sure to cause a stir, for 85 masterful designs in total.
264 pp • 8 x 11 • 155 color photos, 134 illustrations, 53 charts
978 1 57076 881 1 • hc • $29.95

Backlist

Afghan Knits
18 Contemporary
Designs for
Throws, Runners,
and Pillows
Martin Storey

Renowned knit
designer Martin
Storey is back with an
all-new collection of
18 throws, runners,
and pillows with
his trademark
contemporary flair!
Modern stripes, creative cables, lacy openwork; textured
stitches, eyecatching colorways, a touch of glamour ...
There’s something here to entice knitters of all skill levels
to discover the flexibility, beauty, and endless possibilities
offered by these delightful all-new afghan designs.
96 pp • 73/4 x 91/2 • 53 color photos, charts and diagrams
978 1 57076 862 0 • pb • $21.95

The Art of
Lithuanian
Knitting
25 Traditional
Patterns and
the People,
Places,and
History That
Inspire Them

Donna Druchunas
& June L. Hall

Lithuania is
a knitter’s
paradise—handknitted garments fill tourist street markets to overflowing,
traditional crafts are celebrated at summer festivals and
in open-air museums, and the first hint of winter turns
the capital city of Vilnius into a veritable knitwear fashion
show! Now, join knitting experts Donna Druchunas and
June L. Hall in their journey through a fascinating and
beautiful country, and discover Lithuania’s rich textile
history for yourself.
224 pp • 9 x 11 • 237 color & b&w photos, 75 illustrations
978 1 57076 848 4 • pb • $29.95

Beaded
Wrist
Warmers
from
Lithuania

63 Knitting
Patterns in the
Baltic Tradition
Irena Felomena
Juškienė

Beaded wrist
warmers are a
vital, beloved, and beautiful part of Lithuanian traditional
costume. That’s how Irena Felomena Juškienė discovered
them, and when she decided to explore the roots of these
knitted accessories, she discovered they were a fascinating
part of the regional history and culture of Lithuania. The
results of her journey have now been brought together
in a compilation of beaded knitting patterns that spans
centuries, dialects, and multiple museum collections—plus
thoroughly researched discussions of the origins of wrist
warmers in each region, a catalog of further historical
examples of the craft, and personal accounts shared by
local contributors.
200 pp • 8 x 8¼ • 141 color photos, 63 charts, 6 illustrations
978 1 57076 904 7 • hc • $24.95

Carefree
Crochet

50 Soft,
Fashionable
Projects That
Make You Feel
Good
May Britt Bjella
Zamori

Welcome to
textured crochet!
In this lovely,
eye-opening
collection, you’ll
find soft and cozy
crochet pieces for
every season; easy-to-size projects like scarves and vests;
yarns that are heavy and huggable or light and drapey. Get
creative with color and yarn choice, stitch and material,
and keep it carefree: with step-by-step instructions, highquality photos, and clear, readable charts, you’ll never lose
your way.
153 pp • 8 x 10 • 139 color photos and charts throughout
978 1 57076 888 0 • hc • $24.95

The Big 3
Knitting
Techniques

How to Use Color,
Slip Stitch, and
Relief Stitch to
Create Beautiful
and Unique
Garments
Ann-Mari Nilsson

Hats, mittens,
slippers, jackets,
vests—everything’s
better with
patterning! Ann-Mari Nilsson’s comprehensive pattern
treasury covers the “big three” knitting design techniques,
from easy to challenging: multi-color, slip stitch, and
relief stitch. The book includes basic templates for a
wide variety of garments; mix and match with whatever
catches your eye from the library of over 80 charts for
pattern knitting, and work your choice of accessories with
whichever design you like best. Your mittens have never
looked better!
128 pp • 7 x 81/2 • 110 color photos, 79 charts, 3 illustrations
978 1 57076 903 0 • hc • $22.95

Colorful
Crochet
Over 60
Bright,
Cheerful
Projects
for Home,
Family, and
Friends
Therese
Hagstedt

This vivid,
creative, and—
of course—colorful resource is exactly what every crocheter
needs to brighten up the home or wardrobe. With over 60
sweet designs for wearing, sharing, and living to choose
from, you won’t know what to make first: the comfy
cushions, bold lampshades, or cheery oven mitts? A
playful hat, striking scarf, or stylish bag? Cuddly toys, cozy
slippers, or brilliant Christmas decorations? It’s up to you
and your hook to decide!
144 pp • 8 x 8 • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 713 5 • ppr ovr bd • $21.95

Baby Gifts
to Knit

Over 60 Sweet
and Soft
Patterns for
Baby’s First
Two Years
The Editors of
Marie Claire Idées

What a joy it is
to knit for Baby’s
first two years!
In this highly
illustrated book, you’ll find over 60 charming patterns in
gentle colors and a variety of styles, all designed just for
babies—including booties, undershirts, hats, coats, dresses,
sweaters, blankets, pillows, and snuggly stuffed animals.
With hundreds of diagrams and color photos to guide
novice and expert knitters alike, it’s never been easier to
delight growing families with beautiful hand-knit gifts, and
pamper babies from first smile to first step!
160 pp • 7¾ x 9 • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 684 8 • pb • $24.95

The Cable
Knitter’s
Guide

A Complete
Resource
for Today’s
Knitter—50
Patterns,
25 Projects,
Countless Tips
and Ideas
Denise Samson

Cables are
beautiful and
fun to knit—but if
you’ve never worked one before, it’s hard to know where
to start! The Cable Knitter’s Guide introduces 50 elegant
variations on the basic cable (with links provided to
YouTube video demonstrations, in case you get stuck),
plus a collection of 25 patterns for garments, accessories,
and more using delightful, striking cable designs.
Welcome to the complete book of cable knitting!
180 pp • 8 x 10 • 93 color photos, 90 diagrams
978 1 57076 792 0 • hc • $24.95

Crazy for
Crochet

70 Projects You’ll
Love to Make:
Hats, Slippers,
Sweaters, Bags,
Pillows, Blankets,
Potholders, & More
Lilly Secilie Brandal &
Bente Myhrer

A crochet hook and a
few colorful balls of
yarn are all you need
to conjure up the
prettiest accessories and loveliest garments—for adults
and children, house and home, from easy to challenging.
Everything you need to get started is right here: clear,
detailed guidance through the basics of crochet, dozens
of helpful photographs, and patterns for every skill level,
from scarves and blankets to socks and slippers, from
hats and pillows to lampshades and clutches. Dive in and
before you know it you’ll be crazy for crochet!
168 pp • 7¾ x 10 • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 759 3 • pb • $24.95

Over 50 Patterns
for Placemats,
Potholders, Hand
Towels, and
Dishcloths Using
Crochet and
Tunisian Crochet
Techniques
Tove Fevang

Bring unique kitchen
accessories to life—all
you need is a crochet
hook and a ball of yarn! Inside, you’ll find step-by-step
instructions for fabulous pattern ideas, featuring both
traditional and modern “looks” that will suit all tastes and
kitchen styles. Stripes, flowers, patchwork, lace, bobbles,
ruffles, and seasonal themes combine with vibrant color
and interesting texture. The result? Delightful crochet
and Tunisian crochet creations that anyone can make
and everyone can enjoy.

Designs Just
Right for
Giving and
Ideas for Every
Occasion
Kat Goldin

Perhaps the only
thing better than
receiving a great present is giving one. And what could be
more rewarding than creating the perfect gift with your
very own hands? Kat Goldin’s delightfully inspiring book
provides dozens of fabulous, modern crochet designs
to help you find something just right for that special
someone on that special occasion, ensuring that it’s as fun
to make and give as it is to get—just as it should be.
160 pp • 8½ x 8¾ • 45 color photographs
978 1 57076 714 2 • pb • $24.95

Crocheted
Gifts for
Baby

Cutest
Ever Baby
Knits

30 Colorful
Garments, Toys,
and Must-Have
Accessories for
Ages 0-2
Whether clothes,
toys, or ideas for the
nursery, the projects
in this sweet crochet
collection for babies
and toddlers up to 24 months make the perfect custom
treasures! From classics like the first little pair of shoes,
the first cozy crib blanket or cuddly animal friend, to
trendy new ideas like picture frames for the nursery, a fun
rattle, or Baby’s very own tiny hat. Dive into this charming
mix of ideas for delighting little ones and filling their
nurseries with warmth, comfort, and love, and crochet
your own favorite gifts for Baby.
112 pp • 7¾ x 10 • 200 color photos and charts
978 1 57076 806 4 • pb • $19.95

Easy Cable
& Aran
Knits

26 Projects with
a Modern Twist
Martin Storey

This stunning
collection features
26 luxurious
projects with all
the delight of
classic textured
cable patterns,
plus renowned
designer Martin Storey’s trademark contemporary appeal.
With a versatile range of garments—including scarves,
hats, mittens, shrugs, sweaters, and more—Easy Cable &
Aran Knits provides knitters with a unique opportunity to
expand their repertoire of stitch patterns. Its step-by-step
instructions, high-quality photos, and easy-to-follow
charts are all you need to start crafting eye-catching
textured knits in no time.
128 pp • 7¾ x 9½ • 88 color photos and diagrams
978 1 57076 897 2 • pb • $22.95

Over 25
Patterns for
Little Heads and
Toes—Newborn
to 12 Months
Küçük Sevde

These matching
hats and booties
offer dozens of
different ways to
swaddle any baby
in softness and comfort: classic color combinations or
delightful and decorative, in wool or in cotton, no matter
the season. Craft colorful characters like a smiling frog
or wide-eyed owl, a pirate mouse or a charming kitten;
with or without earflaps, pompoms, or ankle ties—beads,
buttons, or flowers ... The possibilities are endless to
crochet the perfect fit for any baby boy or girl!
112 pp • 8 x 10 • 65 color photos, 175 diagrams & illustrations
978 1 57076 844 6 • pb • $19.95

120 pp • 8 x 11 • 183 color photos
978 1 57076 606 0 • hc • $22.95

Jennifer Stiller

Crocheted
Baby: Hats
& Booties

Over 20
Adorable
Projects to
Knit
Val Pierce

This collection
of adorable
baby knits
presents a range
of deliciously sweet garments and bed and playroom
goodies in gorgeous yarns and colors. You’ll find
something delightful for boys and girls—little dresses,
cardigans, coats, hats, mitts, booties, a blanket covered
in daisies, a friendly teddy named Edward, soft play
blocks in primary colors, and even a nautical themed
laundry bag. Each pattern includes clear, step-by-step
instructions and is illustrated with beautiful color
photographs, along with diagrams and charts.
96 pp • 7½ x 7½ • 45 color photographs
978 1 57076 490 5 • hc • $19.95

Faroe Island
Knits
Over 50
Traditional
Motifs and 25
Projects from
the North
Atlantic

Svanhild Strøm &
Marjun Biskopstø

The Faroe Islands,
a far-flung Danish
archipelago lying
halfway between
Norway and Iceland, have a rich and longstanding knitting
tradition! Now, inspired by this bountiful heritage, knit
designer Svanhild Strøm and her mother Marjun Biskopstø
have brought contemporary style and classic Faroese motifs
together in this striking collection of all-new patterns. 52
traditional Faroese designs come to life on hats, sweaters,
ponchos, slippers, and more, in a unique and eye-catching
trove for any knitter with an interest in the twists, turns, and
hidden treasures of Nordic history.
224 pp • 8 x 10 • 96 color photos, color charts
978 1 57076 863 7 • hc • $27.95

Dogs on
Sweaters
Knitting
Patterns for
18 Different
Breeds

Sally Muir &
Joanna Osborne

Dogs on Sweaters
pairs simplicity
and flexibility
with a variety of
knitwear patterns
for men, women,
children, and babies—and even dogs! Choose between basic
designs for raglan, long and loose, relaxed fit, and more;
and then pick your favorite from among the 18 featured
breed motifs, or adapt your own. Add words, initials, or your
own four-legged best friend’s nickname! Including patterns
for accessories like hats and scarves, a baby blanket, and
a charming dog coat, this cozy collection is thoroughly
irresistible for knitters and dog lovers alike.
144 pp • 7½ x 9 • 100 color photos, 33 charts
978 1 57076 934 4 • hc • $24.95

Field
Guide to
Knitted
Birds

Over 40 Handmade Projects
to Liven Up
Your Roost
Arne & Carlos

Let Arne & Carlos
guide you on
a journey into
the colorful bird
kingdom! Along
with favorites like
the chickadee and
barn swallow, knit cold-weather birds with Norwegian
traditional patterns and bird-sized hats and scarves;
make brilliant birds-of-paradise decorated with embroidery,
sequins, and feathers; or spread your wings with birds
featuring vintage Mexican embroidery motifs, and let your
imagination take flight!
176 pp • 8 x 11 • 175 color photos, 112 diagrams
978 1 57076 823 1 • hc • $24.95

Backlist

Crochet
the
Perfect
Gift

Crochet for
the Kitchen

Backlist

55 Christmas
Balls to Knit
Colorful, Festive
Ornaments—Tree
Decorations,
Centerpieces,
Wreaths, Window
Dressings
Arne & Carlos

For nearly twenty
years, Scandinavian
knitting sensations
Arne & Carlos have
been delighting crafters around the world, using their
unique sense of style to translate traditional Scandinavian
designs into quirky, colorful, and endlessly fun projects of
all kinds. But perhaps the most beloved example of their
charm and versatility is the “Christmas ball”: a cleverly
small-scale and deceptively simple pattern that can be
adapted to feature any colors and any motif. This fanfavorite collection features fast, fun knits perfect for gifts,
décor, and sharing the holiday spirit.
140 pp • 8 x 10½ • 117 color photos, 86 diagrams
978 1 57076 959 7 • pb • $22.95

Handknits
from
Norway

Classic
Norwegian
Motifs in
Modern
Knitting
Patterns for
Women & Men

Granny
Squares—
All Shapes
and Sizes

Over 50 Projects
and Techniques to
Give the Classic
Crochet Pattern a
Whole New Look
Beatrice Simon &
Barbara Wilder

Moving beyond the
basic granny square to
encompass a wide variety of shapes and patterns, the crochet
designs in this book are surprisingly quick, easy, and simple
to master. Twenty-six colorful projects are presented here,
along with details explaining how to become proficient in
more than 30 crochet techniques. These granny “squares” are
also hexagons, triangles, pentagons, and circles, and can be
fashioned into everything from potholders to pillows using
these innovative and colorful designs.
80 pp • 8 x 10½ • 112 color photos, 60 diagrams
978 1 57076 642 8 • hc • $19.95

Jorid
Linvik’s
Big Book
of Knitted
Socks
45 Distinctive
Scandinavian
Patterns
Jorid Linvik

Knitting then
meets knitting
now, in this
fully-illustrated
collection melding classic Scandinavian knitting patterns
with today’s knitwear designs. Featuring quintessentially
Norwegian favorites like the Setesdal and Marius
sweaters in sizes from S to XXL, rubbing shoulders with
funky modern tunics and stylish caps, the wide range
of possibilities and rich selection of patterns are sure to
delight knitters of all tastes.

Put a little spring
in your step with
the perfect pair
of socks! Popular
knitwear designer
Jorid Linvik, author
of the bestselling Big Book of Knitted Mittens, is back
with 45 distinctive sock designs in a rainbow of colors
and brilliant patterns, featuring everything from stripes
to flowers, animals to instruments. Whatever it is that
speaks to you, you’re sure to find the socks to match, and
before you know it you’ll have the eye-catchingest, toetappingest, happiest feet around!

128 pp • 8½ x 10½ • 50 photos, 97 diagrams
978 1 57076 687 9 • hc • $24.95

216 pp • 7¾ x 10½ • 77 color photos, 163 diagrams
978 1 57076 842 2 • hc • $27.95

Karen Marie Vinje

Knit
Scarves
and
Shawls
Now

Over 40
Designs from
Classic to
Trendsetting
Various

Scarves and
shawls are
today’s musthave accessories—every outfit deserves one! And in these
pages, you’ll find scarves and shawls to suit every style
and every moment: ten miles long, short and sassy, thick
and fluffy, or light as a feather. Whatever your taste or
knitting skillset, there’s something here that’s just right
for you.
96 pp • 8½ x 9 • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 711 1 • pb • $22.95

Knit
Yourself In
Inventive
Patterns to
Tell Your Story
in the Danish
“Hen Knitting”
Tradition
Cecilie Kaurin
& Linn Bryhn
Jacobsen

Handknits
for Baby

Over 30 Easy,
Step-by-Step
Patterns for
Newborn to 12
Months
The Editors of
Marie Claire
Éditions

At last, a baby
knits collection
specifically
designed to
make pattern instructions as easy as can be! Take your
pick of 34 designs for a baby’s wardrobe that couldn’t be
simpler. Diagrams are simple and clear; instructions are
numbered; and color-coded illustrations make finishing
seams a snap. With over 30 patterns to choose from for
babies up to 12 months old, the most difficult thing you’ll
have to do is decide which one to make first!
128 pp • 7½ x 9 • color photographs throughout
978 1 57076 805 7 • pb • $19.95

Kids
Learn to
Stitch

Lucinda Guy &
François Hall

Learning how
to stitch has
never been
so fun—or so
easy! With
a winning
combination
of step-by-step
instructions and fabulous illustrations, this delightful,
inspiring book teaches children all about the basics of
making straight stitches and loop stitches, cutting out
fun felt shapes, and stitching things together with simple
seams. Best of all, with the help of two clever little mice,
newfound skills can be practiced along the way with
fantastic and easy-to-work projects, including a big bad
bug, a handy pincushion, a friendly dog, and even a hotheaded dragon!
80 pp • 8¼ x 8¼ • color photos and illustrations
978 1 57076 784 5 • pb • $15.95

Knits from
the Heart of
Norway
30 Sweaters,
Hats, Socks, and
Mittens Inspired
by the Telemark
Region
Irene Haugland

Open up your
creativity
in a simple,
straightforward way: Choose your own colors and motifs,
mix and match, and arrange them any way you like! The
Danish tradition of “hen knitting” allows knitters to tell
stories, share interests, send messages, and personalize
gifts—without ever setting down their needles. Compose
your own set of pattern bands based on the things that
mean the most in your life, and create sweaters, socks,
scarves, and cushions that are truly one-of-a-kind!

Talented knitwear
designer Irene
Haugland blends her
love for the natural
beauty, people, and
cultural heritage
of Telemark with her contemporary sense for color and
pattern in these 30 inspiring works of art. Perfect for
the ski slopes, a chilly country afternoon, or a busy city
sidewalk, these designs include sweaters, cardigans, socks,
hats, and mittens for men, women, and children, with
the occasional finishing touch of traditional Norwegian
embroidery.

144 pp • 8 x 9¾ • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 723 4 • ppr ovr bd • $24.95

128 pp • 8 x 11 • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 753 1 • hc • $24.95

A Handbook
of Simple
Tricks, Creative
Solutions,
and Finishing
Techniques
Ulla Engquist

Knitting is a fun,
relaxing hobby ...
until you meet the
devil in the details! What kind of cast-on should you use?
Will your edge stitches show? How are you supposed to
attach this sleeve to this shoulder, anyway? Answer the
questions you didn’t even know you needed to ask; learn
tips and tricks to help you fix small errors and mistakes;
discover a variety of cast-on and bind-off techniques,
edgings, and finishing strategies.
144 pp • 8¼ x 10½ • color photos and diagrams
978 1 57076 783 8 • hc • $24.95

Knitting
Gifts for
Baby
Mel Clark

In Knitting Gifts for
Baby, Mel Clark
has created a
timeless collection
of baby knits. Her
unique designs
are eye-catching
and practical at
the same time,
with patterns for
newborns through to toddlers: a swaddling wrap in
deliciously organic cotton, a cute vest with lots of pockets
for the toddler who loves collecting “treasures,” or an easy
cardigan that requires next to no finishing. What better
way to celebrate a new arrival or a baby birthday than with
a unique knitted gift made just for Baby?
128 pp • 7 ½ x 9¾ • color photographs throughout
978 1 57076 554 4 • pb • $24.95

Knitting
Double

Mastering the
Two-Color
Technique
with Over 30
Reversible
Projects
Anja Belle

Welcome to the
perfect piece of
knitting! As you
look at the stitches
your needles
create, you’ll
delight in the lack of “front” and “back.” You’ll fall in love
with two “right” sides instead of always trying to hide the
“wrong” one. Experience what it’s like to knit without
labor-intensive weaving in or twisting of colors, without
rolling edges or ugly ends. Double knitting isn’t just
wishful thinking—once you learn the technique, there’s no
stopping you. Everything’s better when it’s double-knit!
80 pp • 8 x 10½ • 88 color photos, 16 diagrams, pullout
978 1 57076 604 6 • hc • $22.95

Knitting
with Beads
Made Easy
Simple
Techniques,
Handy
Shortcuts, and
60 Fabulous
Projects
Liv Asplund &
Jane Asprusten

It’s never been
easier to knit with
beads! Beads are
the perfect way to
add a little glitz and glamour to any knitted project—and
Liv Asplund and Jane Asprusten have finally made it as
simple as it sounds. Using their straightforward technique,
novices and veterans alike can work dozens of gloves,
hats, headbands, wrist warmers, bags, and scarves, in thin
yarn or thick, with small beads or large, and craft fun and
fancy accessories in style!
152 pp • 8 x 101/2 • 155 color photos, 28 color diagrams
978 1 57076 849 1 • pb • $24.95

Knitting
for the
Fun of It

Over 40 Projects
for the ColorLoving Crafter
Frida Pontén

Knitting’s never been
so colorful—or so much
fun! In this book,
you’ll be immersed
in the strikingly vivid
world of handcrafting
designer Frida Pontén, who’s brought some of her favorite
patterns together—44 in all—in a brilliant and eye-catching
celebration of all things knitted. Whether you’re seeking an
airy summer jacket, a cozy poncho for cool days, a warm
striped scarf, enchanting wrist warmers, or fun and funky
blankets, look forward to breathtaking designs that are sure
to be a highlight of your home or wardrobe. The possibilities
are endless, when you’re knitting for the fun of it!
136 pp • 7¾ x 10 • 108 photos, 109 illustrations & diagrams
978 1 57076 882 8 • hc • $23.95

Maja’s
Swedish
Mittens

Over 30
Imaginative
Patterns to Knit
Maja Karlsson

Few things are as cozy
on a cool day as a pair
of warm mittens all
your own, and there’s a
little something special
about having knitted
them yourself! Knitting
mittens is fun and fast,
and the journey from inspiration to beautiful, eye-catching
handmade mittens goes by all too quickly. Maja Karlsson,
author of Traditional Swedish Knitting Patterns, is back with
over 30 patterns for mittens of all kinds—gusseted, cuffed,
ribbed, flip-top, and more. Choose a striking and intricate
classic Swedish design, or a quick, fun motif inspired by
nature; work a thick, cozy pair with multi-stranded knitting, or
light, lacy mittens in a single color. This collection is the perfect
fit for anyone looking to master the art of knitting mittens.
184 pp • 7½ x 10 • 133 color photos, 89 charts, 22 illustrations
978 1 57076 939 9 • hc • $26.00

Make Your
Own Ideabook
with Arne &
Carlos

Create Handmade
Art Journals and
Bound Keepsakes to
Store Inspiration and
Memories
Arne & Carlos

A keepsake; a treasure
trove; a work of art. A
source of inspiration;
a method of organization; a peek inside the chaos and
creativity of our own minds. An ideabook can be any one
of these, or all, or more: a collection of memories, a way to
store recipes or patterns, a genealogical journal, a planner
for a wedding or garden... The sky is the limit! With Arne
and Carlos’s wit, style, and trademark handcrafting genius
to guide you, learn how you can make and enjoy your own
ideabooks—to celebrate, remember, or reach out for all that
lies ahead.
168 pp • 7¾ x 10½ • 252 color photos, 5 diagrams
978 1 57076 761 6 • pb • $22.95

Mandalas &
Doilies to
Crochet
Delightful
Designs to
Brighten
Your Life

Marie-Line Andre

Surround yourself
with color, texture,
and beauty—shape
these lovely mandalas into bags, earrings, rugs, and
cushions, or let them stand on their own as enchanting
handmade works of art! Mandalas and Doilies to Crochet
tips its hat to the sixties, but adds a truly modern twist,
with brilliant colors, clever projects, and dozens of easy
patterns to add to your craft collection. With earthy
colors and natural shades to soothe and calm, jewel tones
or a splash of neon to brighten, and quick step-by-step
instructions, it’s impossible to stop at just one!
96 pp • 7½ x 7½ • color photos and diagrams throughout
978 1 57076 789 0 • pb • $18.95

Mary
Thomas’s
Dictionary of
Embroidery
Stitches

Revised by Jan Eaton

First published
in 1934, Mary
Thomas’s Dictionary of
Embroidery Stitches has
long been a well-loved
favorite of novice
and experienced
embroiderers alike! Updated by Jan Eaton, this
indispensable handbook pictures and describes over 400
embroidery stitches, arranged by usage, ranging from basic
outline and border stitches to more complex detachedfilling and pulled-fabric stitches. This outstanding reference
guide will enable all needle-workers to master the art of
embroidery at every level, with clear, helpful photographs
and step-by-step instructions.
208 pp • 8 x 10 • 132 color photos, 402 diagrams
978 1 57076 921 4 • pb • $29.95

Backlist

Knitting
Details,
Start to
Finish

Backlist

MedievalInspired Knits
20 Projects
Featuring the
Motifs, Colors,
and Shapes of the
Middle Ages

Anna-Karin Lundberg

Inspired by the richly
decorated interiors
of medieval churches
in the province of
Uppland, Sweden,
this gorgeous book is
a visual playground for the knitter. Author, graphic artist,
and hand-knit designer Anna-Karin Lundberg translates
visual features from dozens of murals and period textiles
into sumptuous modern-day knits anyone can wear. With
20 original projects, Medieval-Inspired Knits proves that
what’s old can be made new again, with yarn, knitting
needles, and a little inspiration.
128 pp • 81/2 x 11 • 128 color photos, 47 charts
978 1 57076 880 4 • pb • $21.95

Norwegian
Patterns
for Knitting
Classic
Sweaters, Hats,
Vests, and
Mittens
Mette N.
Handberg

Fall in love with
Norway’s knitting
past—and its future.
This book includes
more than 20
traditional Nordic
patterns, including “lice,” moose, and “eight-petaled
roses,” plus modern ideas that push the boundaries
of tradition, combined to create classy vests, beautiful
jackets, warm mittens, and stylish hats. Complete with
step-by-step instructions, charts, and photos.
121 pp • 8 x 10½ • 70 color photos, 78 charts & diagrams
978 1 57076 448 6 • hc • $24.95

Mittens
from Around
Norway

Over 40 Traditional
Knitting Patterns
Inspired by
Norwegian Folk-Art
Collections

More than 40
Projects and
Paired Accessories
in Classic and
Contemporary
Styles
Denise Samson

These simple
garments have become
quite a craze, and for
good reason! Fine or
heavy, with or without
fringe, neutral or patterned, an outer garment or perfect
for a party; there are endless ways to shape them and style
them, and their versatility is undeniable. Denise Samson
has brought together this striking treasury of crocheted
and knitted designs, with all sorts of looks and silhouettes.
Throw in a handful of lovely shawls and fine accessories,
such as matching hats, headbands, and wrist warmers,
and this is a poncho collection you won’t want to miss!
130 pp • 81/2 x 111/4 • 178 color photos, 112 charts
978 1 57076 824 8 • pb • $22.95

A Warm Mix
of Shawls,
Scarves,
Cowls,
Mittens, Hats,
and More

Nina Granlund Sæther

Take a trip to Norway—
without ever setting
down your needles!
Let Nina Granlund
Sæther guide you
through Norway’s countryside as you delve into 400 years
of Scandinavian knitting history. Reconstructed or drawn
from the author’s familiarity with Norwegian pattern
knitting, over 40 textile treasures are collected here. Resting
on a foundation of formidable research, with stunning
photographs and clear, helpful pattern charts, Mittens from
Around Norway is both brilliant design inspiration and
fascinating historical study.

Erika Åberg

All your favorite
contemporary
knits, in one
book: shawls,
scarves, hats, wrist warmers, mittens, and gloves! With
delightful easy-to-wear accessories in all styles and sizes,
from classic and elegant to cozy and colorful, garter stitch
and stockinette to entrelac and herringbone, Modern Knits
from Sweden will keep any experienced knitter warm all
winter long!
110 pp • 8 x 9 • 60 color photos, 30 charts
978 1 57076 782 1 • hc • $21.95

192 pp • 81/2 x 11 • 133 photos, 94 diagrams, 9 illustrations
978 1 57076 822 4 • hc • $26.95

One-Piece
Knits

Oodles of
Crochet

Tine Tara

Eva Wincent
and Paula
Hammerskog

40+ Patterns
from Hats,
Jackets, Bags,
and Scarves
to Potholders,
Pillows, Rugs,
and Throws

25 Seamless
Patterns
Knitted in the
Round—Hats,
Bags, Scarves,
Sweaters,
Mittens, and
More
Why knit in
the round? A
better question
is: Why not?
Circular and double-pointed needles allow you to knit all
sorts of patterns—scarves, cowls, shawls, gloves, mittens,
hats, caps, bags, sweaters, cardigans, and more—with no
assembly required! With a techniques section to help out
newcomers, beginners can master circular needles in no
time, and experienced knitters will find 25 delightfully
seamless designs to try.
80 pp • 8¼ x 10¼ • color photos, charts, and diagrams
978 1 57076 742 5 • pb • $19.95

Ponchos to
Knit

Modern
Knits from
Sweden

Socks from
Around
Norway

Over 40 Traditional
Knitting Patterns
Inspired by Norwegian
Folk-Art Collections
Nina Granlund Sæther

The author of the
acclaimed Mittens from
Around Norway is back
with an all-new guide
to Norway’s hidden
pattern treasures. Explore centuries of Scandinavian
sock-knitting history, with dozens of classic patterns and
more obscure design delights. Including socks for women,
men, and children in a variety of styles—stripes, cables,
entrelac, and so much more—from every region of Norway,
this stunning compendium of Norwegian knitting tradition
is as inspirational as it is eye-catching. Striking full-color
photographs and easy-to-read pattern charts, plus tips, tricks,
and a comprehensive guide to heel shaping, make this the
ultimate handbook for any Scandinavian sock enthusiast.
200 pp • 81/2 x 11 • 114 color and 42 b&w photos, 76 charts
978 1 57076 922 1 • hc • $26.95

What could be
better than an
illustrated modern
reference guide
and a visually stunning source of inspiration—in the same
book? Helpful introductory sections explain stitches,
textures, materials, equipment, and everything else new
crocheters will need to get started, while projects range
from the delightfully simple to the challenging. Inside,
you’ll find dozens of bold and beautiful designs for pillows,
throws, rugs, sweaters, jackets, scarves, hats, gloves—and
so much more.
168 pp • 8 x 11 • 200 color photographs
978 1 57076 685 5 • $24.95 hc

Tapestry
Crochet
and More

A Handbook
of Crochet
Techniques
and Patterns—
Tapestry Crochet,
Granny Squares,
Lacy Stars, and
3-D Flowers
Maria Gullberg

Looking for a way to take your crochet to the next level?
Tapestry Crochet and More is the perfect introduction
to a set of techniques sure to broaden your horizons.
Experiment with color, shape, and structure, using ribbed,
relief, double-layer, and tapestry crochet to create bags,
totes, hats, wrist warmers, lace, and flowers with striking
designs. With a wide variety of patterns to hold the
veteran’s attention and loads of practical tips to aid the
less experienced, this is one crochet handbook you won’t
want to put down!
84 pp • 7½ x 7½ • color photos and charts
978 1 57076 767 8 • cncld sprl • $17.95

Step-by-Step Patterns
for Unique Kitchen
Essentials—From
Classic and Practical
to Playful and Pretty
Beatrice Simon, Eveline
Hetty-Burkart, Beate
Hilbig, and Dagmar
Neubert

Even in the age of
microwaves, there’s one
thing the modern kitchen still can’t do without! In this
wide-ranging collection of over 35 potholder patterns,
you’ll find possibilities that will suit any kitchen, from
vintage-inspired and elegant to delightfully bright and
bold; from basic squares to circles, hexagons, and more.
With charts, diagrams, and color photographs throughout,
crocheters of all skill levels will soon be on their way to
making endlessly useful—and beautiful—potholders.
112 pp • 7½ x 10½ • 74 color photos, charts throughout
978 1 57076 707 4 • pb • $18.95

Tweed Yarn
Knitting

Over 50
Sumptuous
Woolen Projects
Landlust Magazine

Tweed yarn is a joy to
wear and a pleasure
to knit with—this
finely-nubbled yarn
adds texture and
dimension to any
project, and gives
every knitted garment its own rustic, traditional charm. For
many years, the handicraft specialists on the editorial team
of the acclaimed Landlust magazine have been wokring
with this wonderful yarn, and now the fruits of their
labor have been brought together to form this sumptuous
collection of over 50 patterns, including sweaters, vests,
skirts, and fine accessories for both adults and children.
Dive in and discover what you’ve been missing with Tweed
Yarn Knitting.

Traditional
Danish
Sweaters

200 Stars and
Other Classic
Motifs from
Historic Sweaters
Vivian Høxbro

This in-depth
exploration of
Danish knitting
history showcases a
little-known chapter
in Scandinavian
handcrafts: 200 star motifs and patterns painstakingly
reconstructed from carefully preserved “night sweaters,”
worked by hand and worn beneath traditional Danish
clothing in the 1800s. A treasure trove of knitted damask
patterns—beautiful single-color relief-stitch designs in
knitted, purled, and crossed stitches—is charted for use in
all kinds of projects, in addition to instructions for complete
contemporary versions of traditional sweaters.
256 pp • 9 x 11 • 335 color photos, 30 drawings, 300 charts
978 1 57076 924 5 • hc • $34.95 • July 2019

Interlace
Patterns from
Around the
World in Modern
Knitwear
Elsebeth Lavold

Ever since her
groundbreaking
book Viking Patterns
for Knitting was
published, Elsebeth
Lavold has been recognized as one of the world’s leading
experts on cabling. With more than a decade of added
experience and continued research, she has now taken
her work a step further, studying ornamental expressions
from all over the world as a launch pad for her own unique
designs. The result is a glorious knitting book rich in
imagery, history, patterns, and designs—a new classic.
192 pp • 8½ x 11 • 80 color photos, 50 diagrams
978 1 57076 681 7 • hc • $29.95

40 Motifs and 20
Projects
Maja Karlsson

Knitting designer Maja
Karlsson delved into
the fascinating history
of Swedish fibercrafts,
and discovered a rich
tradition of multi-color
patterning—the perfect source of inspiration for this lovely
collection of 40 uniquely Swedish motifs, applied and
combined into 22 projects. Intermediate knitters can
confidently try out wrist warmers, hats, and ponchos; and
veterans can challenge themselves with sweaters, jackets,
and gloves, all while exploring the depth, complexity, and
beauty of traditional Swedish knitting!
160 pp • 71/2 x 10 • 183 color photos and color
illustrations, 18 b&w illustrations, 83 charts
978 1 57076 821 7 • hc • $24.95

25+
Potholders
to Knit

Viking
Patterns for
Knitting

Stina Tiselius

Elsebeth Lavold

Classic, Playful,
and Festive
Patterns
Need to use up
some leftover
yarns? Looking
for a small, quick,
portable project,
suitable for any skill
level? Want to bring that personal, handmade touch to
your kitchen—or present a friend with a useful, charming
gift? There’s just no way to go wrong with potholders.
These 25+ designs include classic cables, brilliant
stripes, and quirky animals, all easy to knit and ready to
brighten up any meal.
116 pp • 8 x 9½ • 118 color photos and 6 charts
978 1 57076 745 6 • pb • $19.95

128 pp • 9 x 10½ • 139 color photos and 60 charts
978 1 57076 766 1 • pb • $23.95

Viking Knits
and Ancient
Ornaments

Traditional
Swedish
Knitting
Patterns

Wild Mittens
and Unruly
Socks
22 Outrageously
Unique Knitting
Patterns
Lumi Karmitsa

Inspiration and
Projects for
Today’s Knitter

Viking Patterns
for Knitting is the
result of years of
research by Swedish
knitwear designer
Elsebeth Lavold, who
explored patterns of
ornamentation found on Viking artifacts such as swords,
buckles, combs, and rune stones. Now, by means of a
clever knitting innovation (which makes it possible to start
a knitted knot in the middle of a sweater), she has adapted
these richly intricate knots and braids into gorgeous, fully
modern designs.
128 pp • 8 x 11 • 22 color photos, 60 b&w motifs
978 1 57076 726 5 • pb • $22.95

Winter
Knits from
Scandinavia

24 Patterns for Hats,
Mittens, and Socks
Jenny Alderbrant

Stranded knitting
can be intimidating,
but all knitters need
is the ingredients to
succeed: a few colors
they love, a set of
needles, and the courage to give it a try—plus, of course,
a quick, fun pattern they just can’t put down. Review
some of the basics of working in multiple colors to help
you find your footing, and then get ready—get set—and go
wild! With fierce tigers, brilliant peonies, looming giraffes,
cute Chihuahuas, and creeping jellyfish, this collection
of over twenty stranded patterns for socks and mittens is
bursting with inspiration for any knitter with a hankering
for color.

There’s nothing quite
as cozy as multicolor
stranded knitting—and
with quick, fun projects,
clear instructions,
and easy-to-follow charts, it’s never been simpler! Knit
designer Jenny Alderbrant has collected 24 of her bestloved patterns for mittens, hats, and socks, with dozens of
colors and delightful motifs to keep you warm all winter
long. Try out time-tested classics like flowers and starry
snowflakes, or get creative with cats, butterflies, and more!
Featuring easy-to-adjust sizes for children and adults, and
eye-catching designs to suit every style, from traditional
Scandinavian patterns to unique renditions of snails, foxes,
and tulips, for a full compilation of wild and wonderful
winter knits.

128 pp • 8 x 10 • 55 color photos, 82 charts, 10 illustrations
978 1 57076 899 6 • hc • $22.95

112 pp • 7¾ x 8¾ • 53 color photos, 50 charts
978 1 57076 910 8 • hc • $22.95

Backlist

35+ Potholders
to Crochet

Weaving & Spinning Titles
The Big Book of
Weaving

Favorite Scandinavian
Projects to Weave

Handweaving in the Swedish
Tradition: Techniques, Patterns,
Designs and Materials
Laila Lundell and Elisabeth Windesjö

The Big Book of Weaving presents every
aspect of handweaving, from planning
and drafting to yarn choice and loom
dressing. With an attractive collection
of 40 step-by-step projects included,
the patterns are arranged by varying
levels of difficulty and design, so
beginners, as well as those who have
woven previously, will discover new insights and concepts in the book. The detailed
descriptions and illustrations make this a book that inspires—a book that will give
the reader pleasure for a long time.
272 pages • 8½ x 9¼ • charts and illustrations
978 1 57076 686 2 • pb • $29.95

Learn to
Spin with
Anne Field

Spinning Basics
Anne Field

45 Stylish Designs for the Modern
Home
Tina Ignell

What could be more wonderful than
surrounding yourself with gorgeous
handwoven textiles? Weaving them
yourself! These 45 unique projects,
developed and tested by professional
weavers, were specially chosen for this
collection from the popular Scandinavian
weaving magazine Vävmagasinet. You’ll
enjoy: step-by-step instructions, charts,
illustrations, and color photos; featured fibers, including linen, half-linen,
cottolin, wool, paper, and piassava; versatile ideas for pillows, throws, rugs,
curtains, table linens, and more, all easily adjusted to suit your own individual
style; and a special section on textile care and handling.
128 pp • 8 x 10 • 90 color photos, 80 charts
978 1 57076 898 9 • pb • $22.95

Learn to
Weave with
Anne Field
A Project-Based
Approach to
Weaving Basics

A book on spinning
basics for beginners
from internationally
acclaimed spinner
and weaver Anne
Field. Includes
easy-to-follow, stepby-step directions
explaining the
spinning process
and techniques, including preparation of fleeces, worsted
and woolen spinning methods, plying, adjusting tension,
treadling, skeining, drafting, and blending, with helpful
advice about spinning wheels and how they work. A wide
range of fibers suitable for spinning are featured, as well as
projects with full instructions to use your newly spun yarn.

While most
beginner books
describe the
different weaving
techniques
and then give
examples of how
they can be used,
internationally acclaimed master weaver Anne Field has
found that people learn best when they can start making
things right away. Her latest book takes a project-based
approach, where techniques are learned by completing a
relevant weaving project, guided by thorough instructions,
full-color photographs, and detailed diagrams.

224 pp • 7½ x 9¾ • 235 color photos, 4 b&w, 2 charts
978 1 57076 492 9 • pb • $29.95

208 pp • 7¾ x 9¾ • 145 color photos, 45 diagrams
978 1 57076 618 3 • pb • $29.95

Anne Field

Rep Weaves

27 Projects Using
New and Classic
Patterns
Laila Lundell

Using an ordinary
counterbalance
loom, this guide
teaches beginning
weavers how to
create an array of
projects featuring
the warp-faced repweave technique.
Traditionally used as a rug technique, but in actuality a
versatile method, rep weave is both simple and fast—and
immeasurably fun. Detailed descriptions of the weaving
drafts are accompanied by step-by-step instructions for
their completion, while helpful charts and drawings, along
with color photos of the finished projects, illustrate the
processes from start to finish.
112 pp • 8½ x 10½ • 28 color photos, 85 diagrams
978 1 57076 467 7 • hc • $27.95
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